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NEW HOMES & DEVELOPMENTS

Sales are taking longer.
A little preparation can avoid a
lot of exasperation, accelerate your
sale – and help you to get a good
price, in good time.

With sales volumes down sharply
in central areas and more modestly
in the suburbs, the market is still
moving thanks to local residents
moving for traditional reasons.

Is Help to Buy, helping?
Controversial from the start,
George Osborne’s brainchild got
house builders and first time buyers
moving, but might have had its day.

Country Market Comment

QUALIFY EVERYTHING
A common but avoidable feature of the current market is sales
which take much longer than necessary, causing immense
frustration. How do you avoid such delays?
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Throughout this document, town names in brackets
beside photo captions refer to the relevant office of
Jackson-Stops.

Main photo and above top: Cheshire £2.95 million
guide (Chester)
Front cover and above: Cornwall £1.5 million
guide (Truro)
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Country Market Comment

T

he positive yet caveat-laden answer
“Better than this time last year” has been
the most common response from JacksonStops offices across the country when
asked, for this publication, ‘How is business?’.
Great variations in the reasons why are to be
expected, given the weaker overall market (Land
Registry figures show, for example, sales volumes
down by 9% in the North West and 13% in the
South East). Thus some offices, such as Taunton
and Hale, have enjoyed their best run of sales at
over £2 million, for at least two years. Others, most
notably the especially happy York and Truro, have
secured significantly more sales than this time last
year, almost all under £1 million. Northampton,
meanwhile, seems to be benefiting from a growing
trend favouring high quality new homes over period
property (see page 16). What are the connecting
factors?
RIPPLE FACTOR ALIVE & WELL

In the broadest terms, lower prices and demand in
central London have rippled out, translating into
largely static values in the south-east and beyond.
Sales volumes are strongest in markets most
removed from London, especially those where
values have lagged most. These include York, parts

Right: Somerset
£785,000 guide
(Sherborne)
Below: Yorkshire
£2.3m guide (York)

of the North West (Greater Manchester creates its
own, supplementary, ripples) and much of the
West Midlands.
STRUCTURAL TOP-END CHANGES

Hit by stamp duty changes in 2014 and 2016,
acceptance of the lower price levels at which the
top end of the market has settled, is growing,
hence the flurry of sales at around £2 million

Above:
Gloucestershire
£975,000 guide
(Cirencester)
Below: Suffolk £1.75
million guide (Bury St
Edmunds)

mentioned above. Nevertheless, demand will stay
subdued because, faced with a tax bill of as much
as £213,750 on a £2 million house, locals with
a house almost as good, are opting to improve,
instead. Similarly, because downsizing elderly
owners tend to want exactly what everyone wants at
the moment (a stylish and convenient town house
in a stylish, convenient town), the low difference
in value is prompting some to ‘mothball’ parts of
their property and stay put. We work hard to find
the house they want, but this is much harder than
it used to be.
SHORTAGE OF STOCK

Supply and demand are low for the same reason:
economic uncertainty. As a result, when one of
the relatively few buyers out there loves one of the
relatively few properties on offer, the temptation for
buyer and seller to rush into making big promises to
one another, is strong. Resist that temptation: it is
the root cause of long, stress-inducing chains which
get stuck for months. Instead, qualify every aspect
of every potential deal, communicating thoroughly.
Good buyers are out there and we are agreeing sales
to them every day. The trick is to separate the good
from the bad and, where there is uncertainty, to
build in flexibility.
MANAGING CHAINS & AVOIDING DELAYS

The cyclical nature of the country house market is
such that a few months spent on an abortive deal
can put you back a year. Knowing what the causes
of such deals are, puts you in the driving seat.
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Country Market Comment

Country Rentals

HEADING BACK TO BASE
Post-2008, credit controls forced would-be buyers to rent instead, just as first time
landlords, shunning the City, entered the market. They were joined by “accidental
landlords”: owners who let because they couldn’t sell. The rental sector doubled in a
decade as a consequence. Parts of that scenario are now going into reverse.

•

•

•
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“Buyers” who cannot buy
“Cash” buyers are often anything but. Many,
for example, have yet to check their mortgage
limits. Indeed, a committed local buyer with a
complete chain can be a better option. Either
way, the capacity for the sale to happen needs
to be scrutinised thoroughly. Remedy: have
your agent establish and agree a timeline, with
milestones such as survey and draft contract dates.
This can focus minds and build in flexibility, e.g.
by agreeing when the property will be re-marketed.
Risk-averse, reactive conveyancing
Conveyancing lawyers – often inexpensive but
inexperienced and nervous – are far more riskaverse than just a few years ago and don’t have
the budgets to chase up and down the chain.
As a result, minor problems can cause long
delays. With listed buildings, these can run
into several months. Remedies: resolve problems
with your property in advance (e.g. title, rights
of way, building regulations); instruct a helpful
solicitor with relevant experience.

knowing that inflation will fail to cover up their
over-optimism. To both win your business and
get the eventual sale, some will insist on a very
long sole agency agreement (e.g. six months),
giving them time to ‘grind you down’ on the
price. Remedies: insist on evidence for estimated
value. Avoid long sole agency agreements. Ask
about launch marketing plans. Appoint a good
agent.

Long sole agency agreements
When stock levels and price growth are low,
sales agents have an incentive to impress you
with a big price (to win your instruction), whilst

For buyers and sellers alike, the rewards for
preparing well and choosing carefully have never
been greater. The market is not easy, but is much
more active than is often assumed.
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Above: Cheshire
£895,000 guide
(Hale)
Inset: Hampshire
£2.6 million guide
(Chichester)

Opposite page:
Top: Surrey,
£3,500pcm (Oxted)
Bottom: Berkshire,
£1,350pcm (Newbury)

“One year with a six month break clause.” This
requirement from more and more of those looking
for somewhere to rent has been the big shift in the
rental market outside London this year, from Deal
to Dartmouth. Historically, one year agreements were
the norm. The preferred length of term grew post2008 as tenants accepted that they were unlikely to
be able to buy for many years and so sought a degree
of stability; two years or more became as common
as one. The switch back has been quite sudden. It
appears to be happening primarily because of the
much wider availability of low deposit mortgages on
attractive terms (see Private Finance, page 19). Almost
invariably, tenants looking for six month break
clauses, are hoping to buy. Those hopes have been
fuelled by growing stocks of smaller houses, many
being sold by the very investors who only became
landlords as a result of the financial crash anyway.
Thus, though it will take a long time, everyone
appears to be heading ‘back to base’. Inevitably,
there are exceptions. A tax-driven, expanded market
for high-end rentals is probably here to stay. Similarly,
a significant number
of the first time and
accidental landlords
have proved more
than capable of
securing a decent
return, even after
recent extra tax and
regulatory burdens.
They are in no hurry

to leave. Indeed, data from UK Finance shows a
relatively constant level of new buy-to-let mortgages
since April 2016 (when higher purchase taxes came
into effect), albeit at a lower level than before. Given
how well our fast-changing regional economies have
been served by the private rental sector, it probably
needs to remain much larger than it was back in
2008. This point is reinforced by the high levels of
activity experienced by the majority of our regional
lettings offices, almost all of which have seen an
increase in volumes to date, on last year.
What of the outlook for rents? Broadly speaking, we
are seeing little pressure for rent increases. Headlines
suggesting increases of 15% on the horizon have
attracted much more attention than the qualification
which the RICS issued alongside: “over five years”.
This equates to 2.8% pa and is close to suggesting
growth in line with inflation, which sounds rather
less dramatic. In practice, having reached affordability
limits, rents over the coming months are more
likely to be led or
limited by changes
in real incomes,
than anything else.
Either way, our view
is that landlords able
to adapt to the fastchanging
market,
will prosper.

What will £500,000 buy where you live?

Examples from our offices outside London

Arundel £495,000

Barnstaple £499,950

Blandford £475,000

Bridport £550,000

Midhurst £480,000

Newbury £450,000

Newmarket £425,000

Northampton £485,000

Burford £525,000

Burnham Market £350,000

Bury St Edmunds £375,000

Canterbury £415,000

Norwich £450,000

Oxted £480,000

Reigate £415,000

Sevenoaks £499,500

WHAT WILL
£500,000 BUY WHERE
YOU LIVE?
Please note that place names are for the relevant office,
not the location of the property shown.

Chelmsford £375,000

Chester £495,000

Chichester £550,000

Chipping Campden £495,000

Shaftesbury £575,000

Cirencester £495,000

Cranbrook £295,000

Dorchester £299,050

Dorking £295,000

Taunton £325,000

Truro £525,000

Tunbridge Wells £500,000

Weybridge £425,000

Exeter £450,000

Goring £525,000

Hale £325,000

Ipswich £450,000

Wilmslow £525,000

Winchester £415,000

Woburn £350,000

York £450,000
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Sherborne £560,000
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London Market Comment

COMING HOME

10

In striking contrast to the peak, 75% of those buying
in central London through us now are British and
almost all already live in London.

Main photo: Cresswell
Place SW10 £950 pw
(Chelsea)
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Right: Bywater Street
SW3 £2m guide
(Chelsea)
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London Market Comment

S

uburban areas are faring better, as is the
rentals market overall, but it has been a
tough time for sales in much of central
London, with overall volumes down sharply.
In RBK&C, for example, total 2018 sales to April
stood at 49% of the average for 2014 to 2016*.
High transaction costs and low capital growth
expectations have killed off motivation amongst
all bar those who, for traditional, practical reasons,
need to buy or sell. This does at least mean that

This image and inset:
Richmond TW9
£37,500 pcm
(Richmond)
Right: London £2.5
million guide (Holland
Park)

those who are in the market, are committed and
well prepared. Thus, for example, when the Bywater
St SW3 house shown on page 11 was marketed,
buyers quickly recognised that it was a fairly priced,
prime location house with no drawbacks and real
potential (all others in the street having top floor
additions). It attracted several bids and sold to a
cash buyer at well over the guide price.
OVER £2 MILLION IN PIMLICO, TOO

Lower overall values in Pimlico and Westminster
have enabled our SW1 office to enjoy relative
immunity from the effects of the large SDLT rises of
2014/16. Recent months have been no exception,
but in Q2 alone they also secured three sales at over
£2 million, all to local, family buyers selling existing
properties also in the area. The sheer normality of
such transactions is welcome, as is a surprising
increase in rental demand from the financial and
legal sectors. As a direct consequence (in relation to
our central London lettings portfolio, at least), rents
for good two bed, two bath flats have stabilised.

this simply means that we have a balanced, healthy
market. It certainly feels that way.
NEW BUILD SAVVY SURREY

Away from the vortex of the central market, the
picture is similar, if less dramatic. In the boroughs
of Richmond upon Thames and Elmbridge, for
example, combined total 2018 sales to April stood
at 60% of the average for 2014 to 2016*, and
sales have been stronger since. Demand is highest
for family houses, for which values have held up,
weakest for older conversion flats. Prices for the
latter are as much as 15% down on a year ago, the
result of a serious exodus of buy-to-let landlords,
combined with the attractions of Help to Buy offered
at the many new home developments in the area.
Indeed, a distinctive feature of the Surrey market at
all levels is that its residents really understand new
build. This makes them more demanding, but in
ways which reward the higher quality builders, who
thus welcome it.

RENTAL HEALTH

Increased rental demand in central London has
happened just as the haemorrhaging of flats from
its rental market into sales has ended (tax hikes
plus new legal requirements to improve for the
least energy-efficient properties persuaded many
“accidental” and less experienced investors, to
sell). As mentioned, this has halted the decline in
rents, though there is little pressure for increases
anywhere bar the super-prime market. Arguably,
Charlwood Place SW1 £875 pw (Pimlico)
12
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London Market Comment

International Sales

FULLY DISCOUNTED FRANCE?

THE NEW NORMAL?

Another real change of recent months has been a
big increase in ‘tentative registrations of interest’,
especially in central London. These are people who
want to buy, yet appear to be waiting for something
to happen, something which will reassure them one
way or another that it will be the right thing to do.
This is understandable, though all of these people
are already paying for somewhere to live, anyway
(usually renting). What are they waiting for? Taxled changes in capital values have now bedded in
and Brexit-related uncertainties look set to continue
way beyond March 2019. Just as interest rates have
‘bumped along the bottom’ for a decade now, a sales
market characterised by modest capital growth and

domestic demand, complemented by a balanced,
professionally owned and managed lettings market,
might well last for another five years, perhaps much
more. Coupled with the reassurance of low, longterm fixed rate mortgages, you have to ask: what are
they waiting for?

High French property taxes and complex laws get lots of negative press.
Yet, the lifestyle always appeals. Is the growing value now irresistible?

*Source data: Land Registry

Below: Clarendon
Road W11 £8,250,000
guide (Holland Park)

Above: Brittany €490,000

P

Inset: near Languedoc National Park €360,000

ut aside TV fantasies of ‘Escape to the
More relevant are the local taxes on ownership (taxe
Château’ and its ilk: how many of us really
foncière) and residence (taxe d’habitation). These
want a time and money-sucking grand
are undergoing change, are complex and vary
projet? Especially when you could move
greatly. In an explicitly anti-Airbnb move, some
straight into, say, a large, modernised four bedroom
local authorities have, this year, been given the
farmhouse with pool, set in its
power to increase local taxes to
own four acre woodland beside
second home owners by up to
the Languedoc National Park,
60%. But this is relevant to few
for €360,000. A modernised
rural areas, where these taxes
seven bedroom, five bathroom
typically amount to perhaps
house with an acre of land in
€2,000 pa. And that’s about it.
Brittany? Yours for €490,000.
On the plus side, the French
French country houses away
legal system offers great
from the coast have always
security of title. We love to joke
been attractively priced and
Toulouse €345,000.
about them, but the French are
convenient for Brits, but right
Large country house, barn & pool.
generally at least as law-abiding
now they are looking positively
and civilised as us, have an
cheap, even after taking all of
excellent medical service and they really, really
the scare stories about costs into account.
know how to live. How have they kept seemingly
How scary are they? UK stamp duty rates have risen
all of their rural towns looking so beautiful? How
so much that total costs in France of around 9% of
can so many of their simple, local restaurants be
the purchase price, no longer look so bad. Capital
so good? France combines emotional appeal with
gains tax is huge at 36% or more but would, frankly,
practicality and, at the moment, exceptional value
be a nice problem to have when you eventually sell.
for money. Quoi ne pas aimer?

14
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New Homes & Developments

IS HELP TO BUY,
STILL HELPING?
Introduced to address a problem which no longer
exists, Help to Buy is still very good news for some
but a problem for sellers competing against it.
Has it had its day?

This image & inset: Totnes £760,000 guide (Exeter)
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New Homes and Developments

Private Finance

LOWEST EVER
DIFFERENCE FOR
10 YEAR RATES
Attractive fixed rates, low minimum
deposits and a little innovation are
making first time buyers the most active
part of the mortgage market.

Above:
Northamptonshire
£829,950 guide
(Northampton)

To these attractions, one should now add the ‘no
chain’ factor. Especially to buyers with two or
more buyers waiting on them, a new house they
can move into without delay, is highly attractive.
This has boosted the appeal of new country houses
even more. It is, we believe, part of a significant,
long-term trend, in which 20th century aspirations
for period property and its class-laden associations
with traditions, land and old money are giving
way to modern lifestyles and fashions. The better
developers are responding with enthusiasm.
LONDON “EXCESS” TAKEN UP

L

aunched in 2013, Help to Buy was
controversial from the start, yet has
done a brilliant job in enabling creditworthy people, unable to secure the 25%
deposit then demanded by all lenders, to buy. As
importantly, it encouraged house building: from a
post-war low of 135,000 in 2013, net additional
homes last year exceeded 200,000. Help to Buy
has now part-funded over 169,000 purchases, 80%
being to first time buyers, most with a household
income of less than £50,000. With some hesitation,
we query it now because its principal raison d’etre
has gone: plenty of lenders now offer 90% and 95%
loans. Buyers are still drawn to Help to Buy, though,
because it is so financially attractive. This makes it
hard for similarly priced other properties, to compete
- especially for owners on large developments who,
having bought using Help to Buy four or five years
ago, now want to move but are competing against
identical new homes. The scheme also discourages
refurbishment projects (being available only on
first occupation properties), a point exacerbated by
the fact that take-up amongst small developers has
been low.

18

The government last year promised another £10
billion of Help to Buy funding, suggesting it will
run beyond the scheduled closing date of March
2021. We suggest that the government should look
at spreading the benefit more widely. This might
mean broadening the scheme to include high
quality refurbishment projects. It could even mean
providing a 5% interest free loan to all first time
buyers. On last year’s numbers, that £10 billion
would provide 943,040 such loans and last until
mid 2020*.
NEW COUNTRY FANS

Frustrations with delays in the country house
market have persuaded yet more buyers who would
never before have considered new build, to do so –
and many like what they see. As recently as 2011,
the Future Homes Commission reported that 75%
of UK buyers actively avoid buying a new build
house, if they can afford to do so. As observed
previously in this review, in the middle and upper
market at least, that position has changed quite
dramatically, as developers cater for demands for
contemporary styles and maximum convenience.
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Top: Great Peter St.
SW1 from £899,950
(Pimlico)
Below: Weybridge
from £330,000 guide
(Weybridge)

Staying with the subject of market responses,
two years ago we reported that the alarm bells
sounded by commentators warning of a flood
of 54,000 £1m+ new apartments about to hit
the central London market, were misplaced. Our
argument was that, most having not yet been
built, developers and the planning process would
ensure a far less dramatic outcome. For the most
part, our 'Don’t panic' warning has been vindicated.
Events (including Carillion’s demise) have delayed
some schemes, whilst others have been adjusted
to provide more, less expensive flats. What is quite
dramatic, though, is to see the institutions stepping
in as never before. This year to date, 40% of off-plan
London apartment sales have been to UK private
rental scheme operators, 40% to Help to Buy owner
occupiers and just 20% to private owner occupiers
or landlords**. This is good news: a high proportion
of the private rental apartments are the two bed,
two bath units which the international, corporate
market most wants. A good supply of these, at
sensible rents, might become an important factor
in maintaining the strength of London’s financial
and legal sectors during the uncertain times ahead.
All figures: Ministry for Health, Communities and
Local Government except:
*Halifax: 359,000 1st time buyers in 2017, average
price £212,079
**Molior
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First time buyers are on the move. Rising
incomes are meeting, in some areas at least,
better value, made more accessible by more
relaxed lending criteria. The majority of
lenders, having for a decade demanded 20%
deposits whilst they shored up their capital
balances, are now in good shape and keen
to lend. This means both that there is a
wealth of 90% and even 95% loans on offer
and that innovative lenders are being more
flexible. The Clydesdale Bank, for example,
is offering up to 5.5x income to recently
qualified members of specific professions.
Such relaxation understandably rings alarm
bells with those wary of over-exposure. Yet
where rents are high and values unlikely to
reduce, it makes little sense not to buy –
especially when the certainty of a long-term
rate is affordable. At the time of writing, the
market leading rates for two, five and ten
year, fixed rate mortgages, are set at 1.39%,
1.83% and 2.39% respectively.
Of course, looked at one way, an annual
interest payment of 72% more (£2,390 per
£100k, instead of £1,390), looks like a lot.
Yet it is still just one percent. Historically,
this is the lowest ever premium to pay for
an extra eight years of certainty, removing
the ‘sword of Damocles’ of which highlyleveraged home owners can be all too
conscious. Fixed loans are not without
disadvantages, especially if you want
to move or pay off the loan earlier than
planned. Even then, some lenders are more
flexible than others. The Coventry’s ten year
loan, for example, levies no early repayment
penalty after five years.
For independent advice, contact
Private Finance on 0870 600 1650 or
jackson-stops@privatefinance.co.uk.

www.privatefinance.co.uk

Home

WHEN YOU MARRY INTO THE
BRITISH ARISTOCRACY
Julie Montagu, Viscountess Hinchingbrooke
According to
Cosmopolitan
magazine: ‘Among
London’s tautbuttocked set, the
name Julie Montagu
is talked about with
the sort of reverence
reserved for the
Dalai Lama’. One of
London’s top yoga
and nutrition teachers,
Julie’s most recent
book ‘Recharge: A
Year of Self-Care to
Focus on You’ was
published in January
2018. She has 144,000
Instagram followers.

PROPERTY EXPERTS
SINCE 1910

When you marry into the British aristocracy - it’s
bizarre. But perhaps even more bizarre when
you’re not only American, but you grew up in rural
Illinois, and you thought that Queen Elizabeth was
the only aristocrat left. Yes, that’s true. The first
time I heard that my husband would be the Earl of
Sandwich, I nearly laughed up the sandwich I had
just eaten. Preposterous, I thought. Alas, it was me
being utterly ridiculous.
And so here we are,
married, two decades
later, four children and an
estate to run. My history
of the sandwich has been
improved and I do feel
more confident talking
about it when I go back to
‘My Country ’Tis of Thee’
despite the still utter
disbelief that this is true:
my husband’s ancestor
did indeed invent the
sandwich. That history
lesson has been the easy
bit for this American who
lived on PB&Js her entire
childhood. But running
an estate, and not just any estate, but Mapperton,
named England’s finest manor house is still a
study, constantly teaching me lesson after lesson.
Mapperton House is a glorious sandstone manor
house and romantic valley garden, deep in a lost
Dorset combe among tumbling hills and unspoiled

countryside. When I first arrived, I had a somewhat
love/hate relationship with it. The dislike came
from the fact that nothing is ‘new’. Growing up in
the heart of America, everything is modern, supersized and shiny. At Mapperton, everything needs
to be polished, dusted, preserved, not sat on,
carefully set, and so on. But I’ve come to love what
I never had. The deep history, the illustrious past,
the stories that began well
before my country was
ever known!
I love making real fires
now; long country walks,
most of them in the
rain; spotting the dayin and day-out queue of
visitors waiting to view
our gardens and 16th
century home, and eating
scones and drinking
Earl Grey tea. ‘New’ is
overrated - everyone can
have something shiny
these days. But ‘old’ is
special and rare: you can’t
just go and buy it over
the internet. However, I
am still an American through-and-through with a
very nasal and some might say rather loud accent. I
won’t change and neither will that accent. But what
has changed is my deep appreciation for what this
wonderful country has to offer from homes such
as Mapperton: time gone by yet still remembered.
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